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By JACK CUDDY
United Press International
WASHINGTON 1111 —Champion
Joe Brown, slender Negro boxerpuncher, is favored at 12-5 to
beat Italian Paolo Rosi, a baldish
raw-boned slugger ,tonight in their
battle of "oldest men" for the
world lightweight crown.
They are the oldest pair to fight
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National League
Team
Milwaukee
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
Chicago
Cincinnati
St. Luis
Philadelphia

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New School Buildings
$130.f.r00
Plattniag Commission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

WRITE CANE BOWLING TOURNAMENT—Don Cameron of
Tampa. Fla., the state's Federation of the Blind bowling
champ, warms up in Miami, Fla., for the White Cane Bowling tournament while Jack Posy. "Freckles" of the original
"Our Gang" comedies, and Ray's "Seeing-Eye" dog wait.
Ray is a tournament contestant, too. Cameron averages 127.

at

The First Industrial Plan
INTEliEST

•

Compounded
Semi-Annually

Interest 47 credited to your account each fuull
r money is on deposit. Deposits made
month
by the th of the month earn interest for the
full month.
AT FIRST INDUSTRIAL you may withdraw your
money at any time and still earn the interest for
each full month up to time of withdrawal.
Remember These Features —
I. 4°, INTEREST PER YEAR. COMPOUNDED
SEMI-ANNUALLY
2. WITHDRAWAL AT ANY TIME and earn interest for each full month to date of withdrawal.
3. COMPLETE PROTECTION for

your saviagr

Under St:Ate Banking Dept. Supervision
Merraer: .3.rnercan InthiAtrial Rankers

Sports Parade

204 So. 4th St.
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.s Welu's accret [dr:viola
plepas es
sqoare aff
such aces as bowler 'of
:le year E,a
Wurld
ch.-alp Eddie Ltabanski,
champiun Ray Biuth,
D-unlas champion T• m
•rn
Hennessey
and
Eeastern
Wrong Fuot Campi in
iiampiona' tournament at
.s.! • • n Square Gruen in
n.ght.
ha

Phone PL 3-1412

BUY
NOW.GIANT
VALUES!

EASY CREDIT TERMS

Ain't Nay
rcind-r.riatn tournamtnt .n When earn contestant
ri7o a twu-game :cries against
ca;h (s1 his five opponents. The
winner w.II drag dawn SI.U00
ar.d 40 percent of the net gate.
is-typo:al
KNUCKLING 11.1 DOWN—Vet- Taat amlt_May
: what has happeaed since
eran pitcher Hoyt Wilhelm. a
wing came out of the baseNational league dastoff, shows
his knuckleball grip In New mcnts of a general. in ag.o
In addition 'to his -cut ,,ut the
his
York after registering
fourth straight win over the netting" tip. Billy says that most
Yankees and his seventh of the
ccasimal bowlers make two othseason, no losses. The Baltimore er majar mistakes.
()nolo is aged (for baseball) 33.
"The first is that they approach the foal lire too fast," he
argues ...The second is that they
oitoov the ball 'instead of rolling
..
h.s :isn't a difficult game.
s.srip.y approach the foul line in
o accenuated walkng pace and
:en it the ball roll off the
rigerv naturaliy. That's about
to it."

FREE
FOOT TEST

•

T,--

C:rmys

Salt more at C'i:3
Boston at K nave C.'y
New York at Detroit
Only games scheduled.

NOMINATION
as
YOUR COUNCILMAN
y humble gratitude
Kindly accept mfor your courteous expression of
trust.

Leonard Vaughn

I AM 'APPRECIATIVE OF THE

CONFIDENCE IN ME, EXPRESSED
BY YOUR VOTE OF MAY 26.
•••

- Joe Dick

Al the loys 01
and sun —
• Three blocks front
Sun Decks • Sporty fishing
(Venice is the Tarpoe Center
of tit* World)• Al sports and
Alleiviti•s nearby • Pleassint.
Rater EUROPEAN PLAN
comfortsbi• go•st rooms
(per person 21.•room)
• Dining Room—Cocktail
Dec. they March-4mm $350 Lounge • CSoic• of American
Apr. tire Nov. —bons 2.50 or European Plan.

WE WANT YOU IF YOU'RE RETIR
Sp•aiol Riairsam•of Yes/ Around 5,i.,,_
$540 wee•
Room & Board — I Perto•
290--,— laws A Board —2 Porto...
1. I room

Fight Results

OPEN YEAR AROUND

tritest Preis International
WEMBLEY England — Freddie
Gilr y. 119, Ireland. oubpointed
Al Asuncion. 117. Philippines 1101
HAI !FAX. N
S — Richa!
(Kith Howard. 1343-.. H.a lit&
knocked out Jackie Hayden. 1344.
Westville, N. S. tila
—.
SAN JOSE. Calif. — Joey Pa- I
dilla. 138, San' Jose, decesinned
Jimmy Feaster, 136. Las Vegas,
Nev. i101.

to‘f EN ICE, Fla:
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND FOLDERS

STOCKTON, Calif. --. Danny
Kid. 120. Stockton, stopped •Fran.
kie Duarte, 120, Los Angeles CD,
PORTLAND. Ore. —Phil Moyer,
152, Portland, stopped Chico Cirlno. 155. San Francisco (5).
SPOKANE. Wash. -- Earl Atley,
19i. Kennett Square, Pa, knocked
out Terry Lewis. 237. Sp ,k2ne (1).
Anchorage is Alaska's largest
city with a fismulati n of 31.000.
or 60.000 including the outskirts.
Fairbanks is second with 10,000
within the city limits and 38,0410
In the area. Ketchikan and Juneau each have city populations
of 7.000 and about 10.000 in the
area.

I SaNc
UNDONE — Pittsburgh Pirates
pitcher Harvey Haddix pauses
to give the scoreboard a look in
Milwaukee, Wis., after the
2-0 defeat he suffered In pitching 12 hitless innings. Joe Adcol k doubled with two on In
the 13th. humered, actually,
but Hank Aaron scampered by
second without touching, vAilch
put Adetm Is out when HE
hit second, thus passing Hank.

Regularly
fora
HOME

A special representative
from Dr. '96'm. M. Scholl's
Chicago h,adquarters will
be here to assist us in making Pedographie prints of
your stockingA feet.

NOW SHOWING

This wonderful invention helps us select the
proper Dr. Scholl's
Remedy. Appliance or
A rc h Support to relieve
all your common foot
troubles.

ENDS
THURSDAY

A MOTION
PICTURE THAT
WITH
BREAKS
CONVENTION!

Ns Cost or Obligation

ADAMS
SHOE STORE

3-5617

"My favorite dream is a home of our own,
and
it's coming true soon, thanks to
regular
See

Corns Early or Phone'
for an Appoinrm•nt

Phon.- Pl.ara

for the

Thurs., June 4

A
Ma ii

:le

THANK YOU

That

PUS

OBILBREY'S
230 East

Today's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia. night
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, night
Los Angeles at Cincinnati, night
San Francisco at Milw!oikee, night

American League

LOANS

WE MADE A GOOD BUY ...
SO SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY!

St. Louis 3 Pittsburoh 1. completion of suspended game, May 3
night
Pittsburgh 3 St. Louis 0, night
Cincinnati 5 Los Angeles 4. night
Milwaukee 3 San Fran 0, night
Chicago at Philadelphia, postponed,
rain, night

By0SCAR FRALEY
l as well as, for you average bow:UnAed Press International
!ers-:s concentrati.m.
Tomorrow' ^arnes
N'14' YORK i UPI) — Gambcan't pay attention to m:. San Francisco at :dile.. ikee
- wh.) once infested the na- game pr cry if I'm %vomit— St. Louis at Pitts:meth
• .n's b.nv•nng alleys practically about someone on an.ither nl.k) Chicago at Philadelphia.
night
We disappeared from the lanes, and how he
doing agatast tee Los Ar.geles at Cincinnati, n:ght
oti -nal match game b
In a private side bet." said the
-.amp:on Billy Weiu sa:d today, six-loot 'our-inch Texan. '1 have
rause the tv-level bowlers are to concentrate solely on my own
W I. Pet. GB
. mcentratMg on earning an ace- game, rest between shots and Team
25 19 .508
age of more than $30.000 a year, r;:ntemp:ate my next shot. I can't I Cleveland
28 21 .553
%
-In the old days. the tap bow.- all ae. anyth.ng else to distract Baltimore
25 21 .543
1
=pent their time iooking f ir me trom my battie with she a.- Chicago
Kansas City
22 '21 512 2'i
.igeons' they could clip in pr- Icy."
Detroit
22 23 489 3%
Tak• A Lesson
• ately-arranged matches," We:'.1
22 29 458 5
The average bowler, meaning Washirrnn
icp:ained. "In these times, with
19 24 442 51;
iwl.ng having gruwn so large, yim or me, eau take a lessen New York
19 23 .432 6 Bost.n
';'.ere is simply to much money le.= tius. •he insists.
"Most average bow.ers like t ,
va.lable in
tuurn4inezt 'wee
I
4
•VC a nuintboo si aloe bets," be
•-2414•"
Y,••terciav's Results
1
the an_wur qua for tin pro isaA. -Well, if yau only 00
I
Det:oit 2 New York 0, night
I one'. in a whl.e, this part ,1
Washington 3 Cleveland 2, riL.ht
the enjoyment at the game. SO
1
Kansas City 5 Boston 3. night
i. ,aeu
are re.a.ly Sc sollA
Baltimore 3 Chicago 2, night
uninuv.r.g ,your scores. ku...eis cit
ine sUrre betS, Yau can't o..) your.
Todav's Games
Justice .1 yau are roc$ g
i
tkAll one ai.eyto
nother DB- Baltimore at Chicaio
tween shuts' to ace knv the atilt/ Boston at Kansas City. night
guys are doing. Yu nave 1, ffie- !caw York at Detroit. night
n and
sancle
an.centratt. 011.7.y on yAir Washington at Cleve:and. night

The First Industrial Plan
SAVINGS

L Pet
GB
17 .6M.
27 20 .574
2t
25 n 532 444
25 24 .510 5%
23 24 .489 6'2
22 2.5 468 7%
19 27 413 10
17 28 378 1144

Yesterday's Results

Your Savings Will Earn More

O

W

a

for .the 136-.pound
Brown,
33, and Rosi, 31. i3ut each is still
such an effective puncher that
some "sportsmen" are °fierily 7-5
that the bout at Glioe Arena does
not last its scheduled 15 rounds,
regardless of the winner.
Promoter Goldie Ahearn expects
a near-capacity 7.500 and a gate
of more than $50,000, despite two
days of steady rain that curtailed
s:mewhat the sale of tickets for
this indoor show.
Boat Televised Nationally
Washington's first title fight in
18 years will be televised nationally by ABC at 10 p.m. e.d.t..
with a local blackout on a 100mile radius. The last champ:onship fight here was on May 23.
1941. when Joe Louis won on
a seventh- round disqualification
over big Buddy Baer.
Boavn, who now lives at Baton
Rouge, La.. is making his seventh
defense of the title in his 100th
professional fiaht. He hopes wthin
the next year to equal or surpass
the • eight successful defenses
made by the late Benny Leonard
who retired undefeated.
However. Joe indicated in his
last three performances that ne
may be slipping. He kept his title
by an eyelash after 15 fu -icus
rounds with southpaw Kenny
Lane. He lost a non-title decision
to Jchnny RUSSO but managed to
beat Russo in a title fight, last
Feb. 11. over the full 15-round
route.
Nine Consecutive Wins
Rosi—tormerly of Rieta, Italy—
but now a naturalized citizen living in New York—earned tonight's
shot by coming throuah his last
nine bouts unbeaten, although held
to one draw. His best wins m
that string were a decision and. a
knockout in two bouts with Bobby
Scanlon and a decision over Busso.
This year he outpointed Flash
Elorde and stomped Frankie Ryff
131 on April 10
Rosi. son ,,f a freworks
manni
faeturer. is an aggressive banger.
who fights either from the upright
stance or from the bob and weav,
A converted southpaw, his let'
hook is as clan:emus as his ugh:
upper:art
1
Rosi didn't turn
professional I
until he was 23 That accounts for
his having oniy 36 fights. He won'
31. hat four and had one draw.
He registared 13 knockouts.
Brown scored 32 kayoes whila
winning 72 of his 99 bou`s. Fa
lost It drew in nine and had
two no-contest affairs. He was
tbapped three times—by Sand 1
Sadler. Johnny Bratton and Gear.
gie Araujo.

PASTED — A^treau Kim Novak '
looks pasted in Count Franco
Mario Bandini, Italian engineer, as they flume In a
Rome night club. He's the hap
she presented to her parents
as 11 Ian she wishes to wed. But
"I wouldn't marry anyone
my parents don't applove of."

saving.

for youruself.
... when you save steadily,

your money really grows!"

"
heartS
r
"
idOneb
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The Ledger & Times H 0,0.K S Fishing Hints
New Release
ANGLERS By Arbogast

K YOU

FISHING CONTEST

r the

•

NATION

)UNCILN1AN

humble gratitude
.ous expression of
y

nard Vaughn

(April 15 through July 22, 1959, inclUsive)

Water Conditions: 76 degrees—i season, summer time fishing from
clear—normal pool
the new fishing Lunge will really
come into its own. Powerful seal
Remarks: All indications point beam lights, shining directly into
toward the best striped Bass sea- the water, are already installed
son we have ever had. Good
both in the indoor wells and
catches are already being taken
along the outdoor fishing deck.
by both trolling and casting in
These lights will attract thousands
the day time. Very shortly now,
of shad minnows and insects
fishing at night under gas lanterns
which in turn bring Jarge schools
around the pairs a Egners Ferry
of striper under the lights and
ridge will bring limit catches.
all of them in the feeding mood.
Striper
the
of
With the coming
Only the air conditioned comfort
of the lounge will be new for
different weather and water con- this method of night fishing has
tailed suggestions far an indivi- been proven through several years
dual lure is a section which dis- from our old fishing dock then
plays the complete line of lures located where the lounge now
made by Arbogast, with condens- floats.
ed descriptions of their actions
Black Bass continues to be extra
and where they can be used to good on surface lures against the
best advantage.
shoreline. Cat fishing is excellent
seems to be getting better
Although the old saying, "the and
day. Cats have really turned
fish are where you find them," every
both from the lounge and the
cannot be denied, Dick Kotis be- on
fishing dock. Rocking the shore
lieves there is a good possibility
line around these two operations
that the new Arbogas program
plus the new feeding program is
spent
time
the
shorten
help
will
making this a cat fish
rapidly
in finding them.
haven. More Crappie were taken
this week from the loung than
from boats.
Individual Catches

Veteran Boatman Leaves On
The Longest Outboard Cruise

:IATIVE OF THE

4 ME, EXPRESSED

I Cast Your Eye This Way
by SLIM JIM

MELUGIN'S
OUTBOARD MARINE

JOHNSON MOTORS - New and Used
Parts and Service - Guaranteed

IRVIN COBB RESORT, Inc.

'TE OF MAY 26.

- Joe Dick
,
OMMOOMMOOMOMM
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A/I the loys of
and UPI
• nr•• blocks from Reacts --.
SIMI Decks • Sporty fishing
(Venice is the Tarp*. Center
of I. World)•Ai sports arid
•liostivitiss nearby • Fisesartt•
comfortabl• gu•st rooms
• Dining Room—Cockted
Lounge • Choice of American
or European Fisk

•

Class Division

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
FOOD at MODERATE PRICES

-Rules

•

Fkit/

'OU'RE RETIR • 911,
rou rid to rm--Ilk >fr-

GE412

ENIX Sporting Goods

-2 Nylons
la I room

DUND
•

E, Fla

•
ILS AND FOLDERS

FISHING REPORT

Fishing Contest
feet on retrieve or troll. It will
THE LEDGER & TIMES
also float, dart, dive nad wiggle
Murray, Ky.
CLASS A ( )
CLASS C ( )
"Fishing Hints," a new publiCLASS B ( )
for super action at its best. This
by JIM HARMON
(Class A — Contest foi- men; Class B — Contest for women;
cation containing instructions for
lure is especially recommended for
Class C — Juniors who have not attained 16th birthday at time of
using artificial lures, is now beBass and Crappie.
catch. If entry is by a junior-.ierite age, birth date, on border.)•
A special 13‘..1eLn to all Bass: ing included in all bait boxes by
The 700 series or Baby .Hot
I hereby certify that I caught the fish described and that the "If you are a "lass that is now one of the leadipg lure designers
Shot has all the fish-enticing supfollowing statements are true:
enjoying the fi—life of the Ken- and manufacturers.
er action found in the larger
This innovation in packaging,
Kind of Fish
tucky Lake Wa) -; you had better
Date Caught
lures. It is a sinking type lure
,\a,;
(uy by the name says Richard Kotis, president of
Hot Shot Series 504 - 780
watch out for
that will travel from one to four
Weight
Girth
Length
.f.es life will be in Fred Arbogast Company, Inc., Akof Nixon for .,„
The 500 series Hot Shot is a feet deep on retrieve or troll
Ohie, brings to the purchaser
ron,
aphe
when
danger
immediate
Lake or stream where caught
medium surface plug that has depending upon the speed. The
of every lure made by his comproaches.
been successfully used on, practi- Baby Hot Shot is built to attract
State
County
This fish killer answers to Wil- pany, expert and specific advice
Fishing License No.
cally ever known type of fresh the lunkers nad can take them.
lie and should be considered on its use.
Rod Used
water fish and is one of the most
Reel
fishLibetter
instructions
The
Bass
The
dangerous.
especially
Hot Shots are made and disused of the entire Hot
widely
beby
easily
ing
interpreted
are
with
armed
enemy is constantly
Line
Test
Test
Leader
line.
by the Eddie Pope ComexShot
For
tributed
alike.
and
ginner
oldtime
vary
a Hula Popper. His weapons
Kind of fly, plug or live bait used
It will sins unweighted 8 to 10 pany of Altactena. California.
from a yellow frog to the black ample, the "Hula Popper" pamPopper. He usually makes his kill phlet tells what types of areas
Color of plug or fly pattern used
in the Morgan Boat Dock area are best for fishing with this
it,
close as possible, list exact site, approximate depth where fish on Cypress. All Bass should take lure, how to cast and retrieve
cover immediately at his ap- and what colors or color comwas caught and time of day:
binations are most effective for
proach.
Mr. Willie E. Nixon of Murray ditions. Included with these deRoute two has without a doubt
set some records in the Ledger
BOATS - MOTORS - TRAILERS
& Times fishing contest. This
WHOLESALE and RETAIL
Bass fisherman has made by far
If requested to do so by the judges, I agree to furnish an afBrame,
Doug
Ky.:
other
any
Hopkinsville,
than
•
entries
Bass
more
fidavit attesting to the truth of the above statements.
Tommy Dattilo, 50 Blue Gill, 6
angler in the history of the conBE SURE TO GIVE FULL ADDRESS
Cats. Mr. and Mrs. John Lane,
test which has now been conductCaught by (signed)
Phone
30 Striper, up to 1½ lbs., shyster
ed for more than five years. He
Phone PL 3-3734
trolling. Charles Duke. 8 Bass
7th & Maple
has also made more entries over
°Address
The first man ever to make a of 1925. At that time, he skip- iLM), 1 14 to 4 lbs.. Hula Porper.
City
State
a three day period than we have
ever reseived far the same period transcontinental crossing ,rNorth pered an 18-foot lapstake sk,ff Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rutland. 10
York in Cat, 1 to 7 lbs., worms. W. Z.
Fish witnessed and measurements verified by:
of time especially from one angl- America by outboard boat—trom fr..m Oregon to New
1. Name
2. Name
Oregon to New York in 1925—is 137 days. He intends to write Hall, 10 Stripes, 1 to 1,e lbs.
er.
Paducah, Ky.: Hugg. the DrugNixon entered 14 catches this en route on a 5288-mile cruise a book on the present junket
simple as gist. 21 Crappie. minnows.
Address
Address
week which coupled with the which reverses the trip he made which he describes "as
driving a car around the block."
Bowling Green, Ky.: H. E Gene
three previous entries gives him a 34 years ago.
ROUTE 6
-Compared to my first trip, and Tommie Phelps, 30 Stripes
Sixteen of those enEdwin Hogg, 07-year-old
John
17.
of
total
I am enclosing a clear photograph of myself and the fish and a short
called ad- and pike, 1'2 to 3 lbs.. minnows.
be
hasty
can
this
largemouth
John
and
er,
the
in
writer-photograph
made
were
Turn Off Highway
letter describing how I caught the fish to gain 10 extra points. tries
Hogg said. "Thisty
EVANSVILLE. Ind.: J. A. MunBass division of Class A. The Dahl. 30-year-old graduate stud- venture." Mr.
was day. Bass, 4 lbs. 11 on., Surface
boating
ago,
years
-four
pound
one
University,
a
was
Columbia
from
ent
entry
The Ledger & Times annual- Fiihing Contest began today, other lone
94E Near Murray
We had plug.
•April 15, 1959 at 1401 a.m, with three divisions in the running fur nine ounce Stripe Bass which left New Yerk this week in a 1:ke barn-storm flying.
water
L.
no
Very]
equipment.
primitive
Ind.:
division
a
Carmel.
for
crSser
that
fiberglass
Ng.
19-foot
the great host of
izes which are all the worthwhile fishing for. holds first place in
aids to naviga- .1(nes. 20 Blue Gill. worms.
Again this year, as last, the contest will be divided into 'three and 35 points in the overall stand- run across the the United States facii.ties and few
COTTAGES - SAND BEACH
We're
today.
chLferent
It's
t.on.
Oregon.
and Canada to Astoria.
St. Louis. Mo.: Dale Bolyard,
divisions. Class "A" will consist of adult males; Class "B" will be ings for the grand prize.
(beach for cottage guests
The trip sirnilar to that of 34 running in a ccerifortable fiber- H. H. Stonley. 20 Blue Gill. Ti
for women and Class "C" is the division for boys and girls under 16.
know that it seems terribly years ago. will be the longest glass hull—something that never lb worms
and boat owners only)
The contest will again operate on the point system. The entry
disappointing to Mr. Nixon to run ever made by outboard boat; existed in the 1920s. We'll stop
COMPLETE DOCK
Russellville Ky.: Harold Johns.
blanks are easy to fill out, the prizes are easy to win. Everyone is
that his sixteen Bass entries when completed. it will mark the at some 80 ports-of-call and berth Tom White, Fay Farall, 12 Bass,
FACILITIES
eligible to enter the contest with the exception of the employees of hear
the
in
standing
complete
with
a
marias
have
at
modern
second transcontinental crossing
1 to 35j lbs., spoonplug.
the daily LEDGER & TIMES, COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN, any do not
engood
very
and
Boating
are
facilities.
Weaver
— MOTORS
They
front
BOATS
contest.
Hardin. Ky.: Robert
of N ,rth America and the first water
SPONSORS or KENTUCKY LAKE GUIDES.
range from five pounds crossing in an east-west direc- today is a family recreation. Any Jerry, 20 cat, up to 5 lbs, worms.
In case of a tie, the entry beartng the earliest post mark will tries that
BAITS — GAS — OIL
and five ounces to less than one tion. The entire run will be portion of the trip we're now
Portland, Inds Walter Rutmort.
win.
pound They did not qualify for made by water with the except- making could be done by a Glen Kaufman. F. R. Thorp. 57
PICN ICING FACILITIES
the contest simply because both ion of a 400-mile portage over knowledgeable boating family on Blue Gill. 7-in. to 8-in.. Red
1 Smallmouth or Largemouth Bass caught on
Points
first and second place in the the Continental Divide at Fort iacation."
Worms.
— FISHING FUN AND NO MOSQUITOS —
1st-35 2nd-20 largemouth Base division of Class Benton, Montana.
artificial or live bait
The craft in which the two
Benttn, Ky.: Charles Copeland,
2 Crappie caught on live bait
2nci-20 A are held by larger catches.
mr. Hogg, whose home is In boatmen are making their run 15 Striped Bass, % to 1½ *6
is a 19-foot Glasspar cruiser Shyster.
3 Crappie caught on artificial bait
1st-35 2nd-20
held by John San Jacinto, California, plans the
is
place
First
Evinrude
two
with
4 Bluegill caught on artificial or live bait
1st-30 2nd-15
Cerulean. Ky.! John M. Stewart,
run as a sequel to his adventure powered
second
and
entry
pound
six
motors. The 35 lap motors are 50 Cat. 2 to 3 lbs.. worms John
5 Catfish caught on pole or line
1st-30 2nd 15 Steel's
litapel
Don
by
filled
to suplst-35 2nd-20 place is
8. Striped Bass caught on artifiefa-1 or live bait
twelve ounce catch. equipped with generators
B. Harris, 60 Cat 1 to 3 lbs.
five pcs,
for a depth finder. worms.
rate Mr. Nixon is going ply power
the
at
But
for the individual compiling the It is almost in-evitable that this radio direction finder, ship-toMadisonville, Ky.: Charles Brangreatest number of points at the angler is going to hook that "Big shore radio and two electric non, 5 bass. lta lbs. Jack Bran1. The contest is divided into \ minors who have not reached sonclusion of the conteet.
non. 4 Bass. Ile lbs., Spoon.
One". Certainly he has already shavers.
food carrnes
three divisions, Class A — men; their 16th birthday. Each class
The boat was examined earlier
2. The person in eath class snared quite a string of beauties.
Springfield. Tenn.: Russell Burr,
the
of
officers
Class B — women; Class C — will be awarded a grand prize who obtains the greatest number
by
week
this
2'7 cat. 1 to 3 lbs., worms.
Stripe fishing is good and
of points from all divisional catches of Mr. cat are excellent United States Coast Guard AuxGolden Pond, Ky.: Joe Bob
deofficers
winner
inspecting
iliary. The
classes will be declared
Radford Conner. 20 Black •
angler
the
Turner.
to
but
reports
say the
of the contest in their respective that 'pent a lot of time in a scribed the craft as "the most Bass, Ile to 5le lbs.. Hula Fs pper.
reto
20
class and awarded the grand futile attempt to brim home the thoroughly equipped ever
Jiggs Oakley. 35 Blue Gill.
prize. All other 1st and 2nd clacs fish without the use of the "silver ceive our decal." The decal is Bass up to 2si lbs.. Flyrort Popat
awarded by the Coast Guard per. Slick McElwain. 15 St-iper,
winners will receive prizee as hook" this means but little.
which exceed
boats
to
Auxiliary
on Concord Highway
indicated.
spinner
concepaero
The individual angler's
SCOTT-McCULLOCH MOTORS
3. Points will be awarded up- tion of whether the fish are it- standard qualifications for safety
Old Fishing Hock
afloat.
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
on the basis of the largest fish ing is dependent to gr at
Hopkinsville. Ky: Mr. and Mrs.,
cal
Both Mr. Hogg and Mr. Dahl Ernest Aldridge, 13 carp, 2 Bass,I
by weight with the entrants be- upon his catches. But consi ering
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS - GAS
Highway 732 at Irvin Cobb Turn-off
ing notified each week through the number of reports we have are experienced boatsmen. Mr. 1 Crappie. up to 7 lbs. dough.
OIL • FISHING LICENSE
take
to
man
first
the
was
Fishirg
Hogg
and
Times
&
Bill
Ky.:
the Ledger
on your way to Blood River
Golden Pond.
received we could say that alARCHERY EQUIPMENT
outboard through the Pana- Rodney Hutchins, 5 carp. Arthur
News.
isn't the hotest an
fishing
though
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
Phone ID 6-3348 '
4. In case of a tie, earliest thing out it definitely is not too ma Canal, the first to run the Meridtth, 6 carp.
Santo river in Borneo and the
Mrs. Harry
entry wins.
Ky.:
BOATS and MOTORS
Hopkineville,
picture.
a
dark
wmrnFish
• Gold
• Groceries
first to run the Pasig river in Pool and Miss Wells, 15 fish
5. Contest open to fish caught
Good results have been produc• Ice Cream
between April 15, and closing ed by casting and trolling the the Philippines. All of these trips Airnis Grisby. 1 Catfish, 5 It:
were made in the 1920s, at which
• Gasoline & Oil
day of contest.
• Soft Drinks
jumps and some even predict one time Mr. Hogg was a contributor wonns.
ConE.
• Motor Boat. Oil
L.
6. The object of the contest is
Meats
Lunch
Indianapolis.
•
outlooks
season
of the brightest
to several national boating maga- verse, Karl Smith. 8 Crappie, ti
to enter as many titres as pos- ever for Stripes.
• Notions
• Minnows
zines.
sible in each class division and
to 2 lbs., minnows.
• Tackle
• Shiners
Just in case someone may have
•
Mr. Dahl, from New Rochelle
or commercial fishermen, or Ken- been confused in regard to the
ONE STOP for • • .
Chicago, Illinois: Carl C. Rare,
vetNew York is a Korean War
tucky Lake guides will be eligiBess.
• Fishing Licenses
PEELS - POLES
RODS
way the L & T contest is con- eran and a graduate student in 2 Cats. 10 Crappie, 1
ble to receive any prizes.
Hopkins:vale, Ky.: Al Winsett,
HOOKS • LINES - SINKERS
we will outline it again
ducted
liberal arts from Columbia Uni- Lyle Cannon. 19 Catfish and Carp,
7. No one connected with the
briefly.
I.wed sundAl 900 AM. - 1:00 P.M
versity. He has been a boatsLedger & Times, any sponsors
contest is divided into three man on Long Island Sound and I to 8 lbs.. worms.
The
thus acquire the greatest possible
Fisherman's One Stop
(men - women - juniors)
classes
has done extensive erasing in
number of cioints so as to win
with each class being broken down eastern coastal waters. The two
the grand prize.
I.
are:
They
divisions.
six
Into
men started planrnng their trip
8. Entry lillanks may be obSmallmouth or Largemouth Bass when they met for the first time
Concord Road
tained at ara , sponsoring business
bait.
live
or
artifical
caught on
(i-mile from City Limits)
at the National Motor Boat Show
house whos, cad appears in the
Crappie caught on live bait. 3. In January.
"WE
Fishing Serial of the Ledger & 2.
YOU
TO
DIRECT
4.
bait.
artificial
on
)02°
4
Crappie catight
. ItSIMma.
'
Both men said they intended
Times each 10,ednesday, or direct
THE BIG ONES"
Bluetit] caught on artificial or live to make the cruise a leisurely
from the pages of this paper.
or
pole
on
bait. 5. Catfish caught
jaunt with no attempt to establine. 6. Striped Bass caught on lish a record for speed. They
JO
artificial or live bait.
estimate the trip will take them
First place is always held by 10 weeks.
class
the largest entry in that
Mr. Hogg's cruise in 1925 was
division and second place by the east-bound, from Astoria. Oregon,
second largest fish registered. A to New York. Total distance was
specified number of points is 5.206 miles and total running
awarded to first and second place time. 137 days. Mr. Hogg W
o each class division and the accompanied by the late Fr:'
sssler with the largest combined Wilton. a documentary mots.r.
total will be awarded a grand picture cameraman from Hollyprize at the end of the season
Concord Road
wood.
The size of the fish entered is
The present coast-to-coast run
when
ONLY
important
not too
will take the two sportsmen op
there are no entries In that divithe Hudson river to Lake Chamno
have
we
Instance,
sion. For
thence into the Richelieu
plan,
of
division
catfish
entries in the
Maple at Seventh
and from there into the
river
a
enters
Class A. If sorne man
They will trao..
Lawrence.
St.
autocratically
10 ounce cat he will
up the St. Lawrence into La k.
hold first place in that division
At Trenton, Ontario
Ontario.
until his catch can be topped by
•
they will enter the Trent Watera larger entry.
Concord Road
way for a run across the Province
So the smart angler looking for
of Ontario.
all the pnssible way's of raising
his point total, would be wise to
They will then cross Georgian
selected the divisions that have Bay to the Straits of Mackinac.
not been entered and register linking Lake Huron with Lake
Hwy. 732 at Irvin Cobb Turn-Off
a catch of any size he can land Michigan. From the straits, they
in that division.
will run down Lake Michigan
If you ever have any question' to Chicago. where they will go
or
operates
contest
about how the
through the Chicago Dramage
who is leading, how large the Canal linking them with the ,
of
number
entries are or any
Illinois river. The Illinois river
•
other questions you misht risk, will take them into the Misjust call me up. I will be glad sissippi river to .Fort Benton, !
to talk with and pass that in- Montana, where they will portformation along to you.
age 400 miles over the ContinenSafety le a watchword only if tal Divide to the Snake River at
you let It guard your actions.
Lewiston, Idaho,
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"Lindy's" One - Stop

•

Home of the Big Fishing Contest
• Prizes Galore

•

* 24-HOUR SERVICE *

Snow's
GROCERY

I Save

E-n-t-e-r ....

•

Regularly

The Ledger & Times Fishing
Contest

TODAY!!
ENTER THE BIG

for a

•

HOME

REGISTER YOUR CATCHES
with any of the following sponsors:

FISHING CONTEST

Snow's Grocery

Register your catch

Melugin's Outboard Marine

with the sponsors

sanks to regular saving.

"Lindy's" One - Stop

They have entry blanks available and the scales to accurately weigh your fish.

hen you save steadily,
is!"

MURRAY t
0.1F

Enix Sporting Goods

on this page.

s home of our own, and

(

•

Irvin Cobb Resort

AND REMEMBER ... Whatever your Fishing Needs, see them
... they have YOU in mind. There is a host of prizes waiting
for that winning catch — YOU can win!

•

These sv•-•.nsors can weigh your catch and
fill out your entry blanks!
- SEE THEM TODAY

•

...lad. NA

-3:
OrMoTr MiaMicr ia ra

a

a an.

a

_

vim

r;•
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•
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Miss Janet Chrisman
And Danny Duncan
Married Recently

'lop Teen (ook Wins $3.000

SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

FOR YOUR SUMMER
TO BE GIVEN

FREE
Thursday Only
June 4,5 p.m.
Everyone eligible to
Jody Fay Byrd. freckle-faced 15-year-old from Knoxville, Tenn., bursts into tears as the news is broken that she
Is the nation's best teenage cook. A lime-flavored coconut
meringue pie called "Southern Seafoam" won the title of
"Junior Cook of the Year" plus $5,000 in cash and a trip
to Europe for Judy Fay in the national cook-off of the
Kroger Westinghouse teen recipe contest. Finalists, chosen
from thousands of entries, Included 48 girls and two boys.
Other winners in the contest, for boys and girls from
12-to-2e only, were Marjorie Fechner, North Muskegon, Mich.,
"Lubji Noodle Casserole": Rosemary Frederick, Columbus,
Wis., 'Wisconsin Sukiyaki"; Mary Jo Oldham, Shawnettown.
"Fudge-Mint Alaskan Salute"; and Sandy Sturgeon,
Indianapolis, Ind., 'Suess Drop Coffee Cake." Marjorie and
Rosemary each won $2.000; Mary Jo and Sandy, 31,000 each.
All the girls say they plan to use their cash awards for
their education.

a

Magraw - McDevitt
Marriage Announced
Mrs

Ralph Magraw of Cad.z.
announces the manage of
r daughter. Betty Ann.
STolemar. J McDevitt, Jr. the
Of Mrs. Coleman J. McDevitt. and
Mie late Dr. McDevitt, on Friday,'
Apr.: 3. 1959
Mrs McDevitt is a student at
Murray State College. Mr McDevitt
a recent graduate of the
Thursday, June em
Kentucky Military Institute and
Eight members answered the roll
will enter the University of Ken- eel by telling what they would
tucky tins fall.
like most In outdoor living.

-.

t

Social Calendar

register from school

5-PIECE
LADIES

LUGGAGE

$69.50

LOAN CO.
MURRAY
Telephone PL 3-2621
Main

St.
506 W.
YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN

CO.''

MR. FRIENDLY

dab, SAYS
the cosh
We furnishthat
tor-

00..To buy
1Wire always reody
Vithenever you ore.

age (6yrs.) up!

Register Thursday

12:00 Noon to 5 p.m.

NO OBLIGATION TO BUY!
BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR

5 Pc. LADIES LUGGAGE

1 ft/

4A

National Hotel Building

SUSIE'S CAFE
Specializing

For Your Yard or Patio.,.,
And It's Priced Reasonably!
SPECIAL::

Saturday, Jane Mk
The Woodman Circle juniors
will meet at 2 pm in the American Legion Hall.
•• • •
Monday. June Illth
The Euzelian Class of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
Murray Electric bielding at 7:30
p.m. Mrs. IC T. Crawford's group
will be in charge.
••• •

THURSDAY ONLY!
a,-

$898

Ais.na
wet recentWoman's
depaMury el
ly at 2 30 in the afternoon at the
club house for the final meeting
of the club year.
Mrs. Leland Ow en, retiring
chairman. presided.
The program chairman. Mrs.
Wayne Williams. introduced Mrs.
Buron Jeffrey, speech teacher from
Murray High School. who predented four of her speech contestants
.J.awny- -Ottla gave twoWhat Is A Boy", and
rea
"Father Forgets".

sots, screwdriver
padlocks,
sets, wood carving tools,
sets, glue,
chose guards, auto wrench
oil
overdoor garment hangers ,files,
switch
ers, extension cords, mercury
items
is, etc. Many, many useful
values up to $2.50.

Pliers, levels, drill

Miss Donna Ruth Grogan read
a speech "Effective Teaching' She
composed.

BELIC-SETTLE
COMPANY

I

Miss Betty Hait gave a mono1 gue entitled "When Johnny
,
practices".

in

OPEN .

Mias Ann Wrather concluded
the program with a poem "I Like
Americans".

Old Country Ham
•

Mrs. Owen thanked all the members and officers cf the department ftr their. cooperation during
the club year.

Choice, Tender Juicy

Steaks
Telephone 15 minutes

Lawn Furniture

Toe

Phone Pl-aza 3-1412

204 South Fourth

WONDERFUL, LIGHT WEIGHT

Alpha Department
Has Final Meeting
Of 1959 Club Year

Lc:Ms TO ;300 A

FRIENDLY
FINANCE 14.4c

• TOT
' •CNA WATCHES
•
•• &RACE LETS
•MAGNEr
CHECKERS
GAMES
•OOLLs
4
aloft*
NOATOGres
""S
•P•EASOts
OYS
• OOS
YOY0 TYPE
•
NURSING SETS
••
TOPS
WHISTLE
SQUAWKER
•Jan(
1 S 0•40tAiN
1
a SALLRALLOONS •:: 11
•
NGS
SETS
1;:riviC811411
INDIAN
•
SEADS
PUZZLE GAmis
• EADOIS
:teu
ttao
Nc""l
s hiciks
•
it•Iszoito CARS
•
AND MANY • PLASTic
reuccs
OTHER ITEMs

value

are 11.2 million American families
with just one wage earner, 15.3
million with two wage earneje
and 4.4 million with three.
• • ••
•• • •
A dessert r.late and lemonade
, The Town and Country Homewere served by the horages.
Vinces famous
Leonardo dim
1 makers club will meet at 7:30 p.m.
uames were played under the in the- fume of Mrs. Ben 'Freyawas stolen from the
'Mona
Fans on Aug. direction of Mn, Kerley Craig
allery
I
than. The lesson will be on makThe U. S Department of Health, ing at:-arw handbags.
7- IIMI. and was finally found if
••••
there
d
says
al
Welfare
1913.
12.
Education
react. Italy. on Dec.
Friday, June 5th
Miss Lillian Wafters will present a group of her piano pupils
:n a recital at the Murray High
School startir.g at '7.30 p.m.
••••

11110

Thursdays

Open All Da
••••""

Miss Janet Lee Chrisman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oran Chrisman, Hazel Route Two. became
the bride of Mr. Danny Duncan.
son of Mrs. Evelye Duncan, 310
South 15th Street, and Mr. Thomas
Duncan, Puryear. Route One. in
a double ring ceremony Saturday,
May 23 at two o'clock in the
afternoon at the Mason Chapel
Methodist Church.
- The bride. given in marriage by
her brother - in
Mr. Brent
Newport. wore a white lace street
length dress with matching white
*ice headband featuring a small
Ireil. She caned a bouquet of red
Cases, forget-me-nots, tied with
Avbite satin streamers.
- Attending the bride as matron
g'
'if honor was her sister. Mrs.
,B.ent Newport. She wore a green
"sheath linen frock and carried a
la uquet of yellow iris.
Mr. Dale Nance acted as best
man for Mr. Duncan.
• Specia: music for the ceremony
ea-as furnished by Mr .Ronnie
41ampton.
''• The wedding was attended by
close friends and relatives of the
couple.
'Mrs. Dukcan :s a graduate
azel High School in the class of
59.
it Mr. Duncan. was graduated from
'Bare! High School in 1958.
. After a wedding trip to Mernthis. Tenn.. the couple will make
their borne in Murray.
••••

t

BELii-SETTLE will be

Phone PL 3-4707

Lochie La.ndolt, Editor

Miss Rez:na Senter, chairmanelect, reported that the program
committee had met and was making plans for the 1959-80 season.

before arrival — your

food will be ready to eat — or sandwiches to
take out!

Armee Charles
The hostesses,
Farmer, E J. Beale. Wayne Williams, and Missee Kathleen Patterson. and Lottye Suiter, served
punch. cookies and nuts from a
tea table decorated with an arrangement of pink Ind red rambler roses.

EACH

p

Thursday Afternoon,
high-q..r.ti.y, imported and domestic

HOUSIEHOW TOOLS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Twenty five members were presthe meetina

PLaza 3-9109

ent at

•
,
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Medicine.
Dr. J. J. Griffitts, Miami, Fla.,
blood specialist, said the latest
evidence proves "that we are not
likely ever to grow out of the
DENNVER - Russian need for blood donations-healthy
Claims that blood from corpses people are still going to have to
can b..! used successfully in trans- be blood donors for sick ones."
fusions were poo-pooed during a
recent postgraduate course at the
Griffitts called Russian reports
The Taiwan Central Exchange
Utaivespity a Colorado School of on use of blood from cadavers reported that sales totaled $4.4
"just another of their publicity
cLainta"
fitts. He said one objection is
Answer to Yesterday's Paula
The freezing od rare blood types that the ,,roe2dure for meltaig the
for future use was termed "in- frozen blood is extremely corn6-Pareut
201320
0110
teresting but Impractical" by Grit- ',Heated.
fooliqu,1
MMUWOW 000U00
T-Ooddeas of
nestieg
MO ounomm
a-ganua of
OM MOO PIAMM
olives
OGIWO DOW 0001
-ltepPed 14P
MMO00 OORM RE1
It-Mild
0001La MOM
exailitire
0005 WW E A
OU
le-Assault
20TA saws Ti L E A
12-Doctrine
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Sy-Affirmative
OMOD M030 L. C.
12-collect
Phone PL 3-3161
104 East Maple St.
M0 30021000 M0
S2-1.:xlaat
WINMOS DAMMAM
n.t .oerfwork
UMg1119 00 000
fahric
27“ne
immersee-defeated
45-Itinerant
15- Equality
22-1,...00k of hair
peddler who 14- Mohamme50- Weaken
sells to
den same
/!- mall lump
troops
117-filver in
-47-Young boy
Wales
36-Chart
49-14Ips
59- Before
3'- Noos.N1
FRIENDSHIP
Ili- Warning
50-31aurnful
41-''are for
devic•
63- Bah ylon Ian
54- Fog
43-Conlunction
deity

Denies Dead Men
Can Donate Blood

rommoilri

3ys

CE

•
B
ARGAINS
IN TOYS
IRLS and
BOYS'

e

71°Y
SALE

NOTICE

FOR 2ALE:----IFF
-OR -RENT

ERSONAL1ZE WITii METAL
onograms from .ne Ledger and
Imes Office Supply Department.
If adhesing bevelled edge,
rust
oot. Suitable for Automobiles,
net cases, cameras,
compacts,
ins, gifts, hobbies, luggage, leathreran, metalecafts, motorcycles,
tical cases, office
supplies,
rung goods, typewriter cases.
See them 'oda:
TFC

TOMATO AND PEPPER PLANTS. LARGE BUSINESS BUILDING on
J. R. fittclugtn, $02 North 7th. 6-6C North 4th street, recently bccupied
by Waterfield Headquarters. Phone
2 18-POOT PLYWOCib BOATi
PL3-1204.
6-4C
$25.00 each. Camp Paradise on
Ky. Lake Tele ID 6-2345.
6-4C UNFURNISHED APARTMENT, 3
rooms and bath, ti mile west on
FIVE FIVE GAITED SADDLE Lynn Grove Highway. Water and
mares, colts by side. 1 Stallion, refrigerator furnished if desired.
two 4-3rear old saddle mares in Available in one week. Phone
fold. Telephone PL 3-458.1
6-4P PL 3-1204.
6-4C
USED SINGER CONSOLE. Dress- Vi UNFURNISHED Duplex house.
maker head with attachments and Newly decorated. 4 rooms and
stool. Payments only $6.00 per bath, gas furnace and garage. N.
month. Also 1 new Singer Portable 14th Street. PL 3-3943.
6-4C
$50.95. Contact Bill Adams, PLaza
_
3-1757 or PLaza 3-5480, 201 South 2-BEDROOM FURNISHED house,
TFC modern. 1 mile from City. Adults
13th, Murray.
only. Ph PL 3-3274.
6-5P
TWO WHEEL CAMPING - Trailer,
hitch, stove and ice box. Sleeps VACANCIES, NICE AIR-Cooled
four. $125.00. Call PLaza 3-5257. rooms, hot and cold water in all
See at 1311 Poplar.
TFC rooms. 95 and $7 per week. Beale
6-3C
Hotel.
JOHNSON SUPER 35 OUTboard
motor. Like new. Will sell seasonable. Phone PLaza 3-4963, Mc- AVAILABLE NOW TWO ROOM
Kinney's Marine Service.
6-3C d_wnstairs apartment. Cool, private entrance, newly decorated. Call
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK, TWO PL 3-3001 or see at 503 North 6th.
baths, living room, dining room,
6-4C
kitchen, air conditioner, city sewerage. Phone PLaza 3-2649.
6-3C

V.A. HOME LOANS AVAILABLE
in Pasco Subdivision. No down
payment. Low closing costs. John
Pasco Phone PL 3-2649.
6-4C
-VETERANS CAN SAVE $2109.00
in payments on $10,000 V.A. home
on in Pasco Subdivision Phone
-2640.
6-4C
DEAD sruew REMOVED FREE.
Pi ',apt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no Answer
eat collect Union City. Tennessee,
phone flJ 111-9391
TEC
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Electronics Field
••
Needs i rained Men
Ages 17 to 59
Interrivleves Can Now Be
Arranged for Men in
Southwest Kentucky
Industrird Electronics and Guided Missile Industry is adding
ne wmen to meet,(jentands of
broad expansion fikgrams. We
can train you on, actual equipment under the dtddance of
our engineers to qualify for
jobs currently paying $90 to
9140 weekly. If y,nt- can ware
one bout a day, Nur days a
week, we would like to discuss
your future security with you
Far confidential into-view - no
bUgaLon - write UNITED
ELECTRONICS TRAINING
DIVISION. Box 32-E. Murray,
Ky. giv,ng name, address, age,
pireeent working hours

i

I

Male Help Wanted

TN CASE DRINK BOX in good
condition. PL 34141.
6-5P
UPRIGHT PIANO. IN GOOD condition: Phone PL 3-3906.
6-5C
---

SEE UNITED ELECTRONICS
Laboratories ad under "Instructions" in this paper.

MILK ROUTE WITH 56 Chevrolet
Uruck. C- ntract with Ryan Milk
Company. Reasonable. R. H. Kelso,
Lynn Grove, Phone HE 5-4712. 'CLEAN COTTON RAGS. No but6-11P tons or zippers. Letter and Times.
TT

WANTED

F.-LOST & FOUND

j

ACROSS

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
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portrait
12-12emuneratinn
44- Port Ione of
medh'ine
46-let It stand
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Distr. by liaised Festers •

111

II
II
III

No-Seam, Nude Heel; or
Re-enforced Heel & Toe
In Plain or Stretch
Plain Seam, 15 Denier, 60
Gauge or 30 Denier, 51 Gauge

Ill

IllI

- Rage

vi.w

09

Regular $1.35

Il

Twin-Life, 75 Gauge Full-Fashioned
No-Seam Barefoot 474 Need! e
Over-The-Knee Stretch No-Seam

ADVICE TO THE WISI

Regular $1.50 and $1.65

from the American National Red Cross

Full-Fashioned, 15 Denier, Nee-Hi
(Med. only) or Full Length
Regular $1.00 •

HELP WANTED

SALE

$1 19
89c
3 prs.

3

ENDS

$3.45

SATURDAY
JUNE 6

prs. $2.60

10 Denier, 75 Gauge

•••••••

VACANT LOTS MOWED WITH
tractor and cyclone-type mower.
Call Phil Erwin, PL 3-4744 or
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
3P
:
6

BILBREY'S
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, I7119111
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DOWN
t-rrotsital
2.Riker'Is
product
1-Cnrns into
..!•w

bus. Opportunities }

• POWER
MOWERS

weEt4

10-

5-01,,n to

• ROTO-TILLER

Cimaan.m.

-Muddles
it-Stitch
33-Click rseetle
34-Part of
"to be"
15-Scottish Cap
37-11indu
cymbals
le -Compass

STOLEN BOY'S ENGLISH-made 1•••
W,u•tern Flyer bicycle .italen from MAJOLii OIL COMPANY dist r i
Mu.ray High School. Maroon color butorship ava.lable in Murr..
missing, front fender. Contain Russnesa established. For details
Spec-glom:1re Bicycle belongs to .nquire at room 31, Murray Plaza
lirmny Fox Tele4:lione PL 3-18-50 if Court, 7:00 p.m. to 9:90 pm., Tuesfound.
6-3P day or Wednesday, June 2nd or
6-3C,
3nd.

SOrvices Offered

FOR
RENT

CROSSWORD rUZZU
1-New Deal
agency
(nth.)
4-Juliet's
suitor
11-Contedner
12-Plunge
13-Benefit
11-Macaw
15-Teatify
17-Checked
15'Ingress
21-Inquire
22-Word of
snmar
'4-N

FIVE

million - $900,000 more than expected largely due to the influx
of GI's durin
the Communist
TAIPEI, Formosa - (1.191) - Cash Chinese bombardment cd the offregisters in U. S. military post ex- sho.e islands.
changes on Formosa rang merrily
last year because of the Quemoy
Read Our Classifieds
crisis.
PX BUSINESS BOOM

BOYS 10 - 13 WHO WANT PART
tone work this summer en Ledger
le Times carrier routes. ContaA
James Harmon, Ledger & Times.
,

Sea elcphants, the largest of I
s:als, may grow . to 20 feet long
and weigh more than 5.000 pounds,
ac,•;rding to the National Geo-,
,raph= Society.

Regular $1.93

$1 33
IF YOU COME UPON

A NEW MYSTERY

48 re/

11#

oes.ep e i

by

17. 4.FAIR

[file Stan/ey Sardnerj

p 11.1• @Yaw/

116.10111101141.

DO
Keep the victim lylag claw, sad
quiet Keep hire born becornete
dulled, Call a ghressese.

3 prs. $3.85

AN ACCIDENT i(1

LITTLETON'S

DON'T
Mews Ste vletbai you letalf NOM
vete los cendtbpa asa Nogg
•
hose' be/prim

4.1111.0.

_

SETTLE
PANY

a

EN.
Afternoon
KENTUCKY

CH•rTr.r. 19
his hand
.01R ClIth'KETI
in the middle of Lionel
Palmer chest and pushed rani
back • Melvin Olney said.
"What did Crockett say?" Sergeant sellers mixed_
n you! Don't
"He saw,
my ooat Don't
ever gran noir'
ever start
and hauling at
me
-What did Palmer do?"
well, he went Into the
"He
other room Angry and sullen, I
guess I never have been able to
figure Lionel too well. He's rather
emotional."
"But tie went out before you
left ?"
"No. He went into the transcribing office He was there
when I left-but Mr. Crockett
ISIS gone back to his own study
and closed the door."
"You went out by five-fortyfive ?"
"Shortly before. I was down tn
the lobby by five-forty. perhaps
a couple of minutes before that
but Mr. Crockett was back
.
In his study before that, .Perhaps
you'd better let me explain. I
know approximately when I came
and when I left. I was ter@ over
an hour In all. but I can't reamEruct the event sequence to help
you very much on the time element. I was working on a lot of
things making a lot of calls while
I was waning for Mr. Crockett
to come out of his study. I can't
recall the exact time everything
happened. but I know it was all
between four and five-thirty."
Sellers whirled to Mrs. Crockett "How long did you remain In
your studio?" he asked. "Let's
say Donald Lam left around ewe
o'clock. How long me_ you stay
there after he left?"
"Perhaps another Timm"
"Then you went out?"
"Yea"
"The model with you?"
"Yes."
*Where were you after that?"
'1 came up here."
'Have dinner here?"
"Who else was here?"
"No one. I was here alone . .
that is, my husband was in the
penthourre here hut be Was closeted In his private apartment No
one ever distorts him In there."
"But there was an extra key
to threes doors? You could get In
there If you had to?"
"Yes I opened the doors this
morning."
"You knew there was an emergency key?"
I "Naturally."
"Yon knew where it was kept?"
\ "Yea."

r

limlnary ten( Too people are going L. be intealogated iii more
detail tater."
Wilbur Denton cleared his
throat and said. "If you are interested in tracing all the keys
to Mrs. Crockett's studio, 1 have
extra keys in my desk."
"You have what?"
"Extra keys."
Mrs. Crockett hastened to explain. "Whenever 1 want some
model to go In there, in case it
is not convenient for me to meet
"How long were you here?"
her and girte her a key before
"All evening."
she arrives I instruct her to come
"What did you do?"
up nere to get • key. Then I'll
"1 watched television for • telephone Mr. Denton and tell him
went
while, then I read and then
to give the girl a key"
to bed."
"How mans keys have you
Sellers thought things over, got?" Sellers asked Denton.
said, "Okay. I guess we'll talk
with this Lionel Pahner.... You
"Where Sr. they?"
know him?"
"in my desk drawer."
"Of counse."
'Take • look." Sellers said
"Does be have a key to your
Denton Went over to thc nsk
studio?"
drawer, said, "1 keep them In this
moment,
"He has one at the
little stamp box."
He opened the drawer. then
yes."
yesterday?"
one
have
he
"Did
Opened the b014 and stood frowning down at it.
"Why?"
"Only one key here," Sellers
"I was having him photograph said.
"Yes." Denton admitted.
some of.„,...my paintings"
"There should be two'?"
"What's the Idea?"
"There were two the last time
"You can't carry canvases
around with you," she said. "I I looked."
"When was that?"
have him make photographic
"Day before yesterday"
copies of my paintings on fourkeep this desk socked?"
"You
by-five colored film."
Sellers asked.
has
photographs
many
"How
he made?"
"Well, what do you know!"
'I've painted something over Sellers said. 'One key rnifisong.
two dozen pictures. He has col- You're sure both of them were
ored films of all these. Those here a couple of days ago?"
photos were made over a period
"Yes, sir."
of time. There were two new
"Post didn't give one to anypictures he hadn't photographed. one?"
made
he
the
1 . . . I presume
"No, sir."
photographs sometime yesterday.
"Okay." Sellers said. -There's
That's when ; told him to make no question but what Crockett
them."
was killed by somebody that shot
"What time?"
a dart into his chest from that
"I didn't give him any time. I studio apartment over there
saw him the night of the party across the light well."
and gave him the key to my
He turned to Inspector Gidd,cr
studio and told him to go In there and said, "Get a bunch of men
whenever it was convenient to Inspector. Start making inquiries
photograph the pictures, but I of all persons who have aparttold him to phone to be certain ments here In the place See if
I wasn't working, because if I anyone nraaced a blowgun pointwas. I didn't want to be dis- ing out of a window. If so. find
turbed."
out what tIme it was and see if
"You described the paintings they had any opportenitv ,
t see
you wanted photographed to the facie of the person using the
him?"
blowgun."
"Yes. They were both on eaaels."
Untied Palmer has reason to
"You don't know whether he
"Tots
went over and photographed the be a very worried man.
don't even know what trouble
paintings or not?"
is--yet!" he Is told as "The
"No."
"Well, we're getting around," Count of wine" continues here
Sellers said. -This th Just a pre- tomorrow.

"Where ?"
"In the safe."
"Who nau the combination to
that safe?"
"My ntraband and myself."
"No one else?"
"As tar as I know, no one
else."
"And you were here alone?"
"Yes."
"Your twahan.] didn't open the
door and conic out?"
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NANCY

Bushinalles

I

THAT DUMB GROCER
-SENT US LUMP SUGAR
INSTEAD OF
GRANULATED

^BM

tk...bigre Vas Bursa

se' SLATS
IN MY HOUSE I ASK THE QuE5noais,
BUSTER, NOV SUPPOSE YOU TELL ME
WHO you ARE AND HWY
YOU'RE HERE

--GET YOUR STUFF,
AND THE 1<105. WE'RE
TRAVELLING FAST
AND LIGHT!

•er

ABNER
THE INCREDIBLE ZAZA VOLCANO

IS READ'
,TO SIGN WITH US-AT A

LAC-GilABLL $50,000 A WEEK!!
4

WH'ErkES
HERE
IT IS,
THE.
CONTRACT? 5OSS-

.:1
N

/•
s. P. ON -AN

BECAUSE I ‘t.- r4'T LET `IOU
RUN YOUR-:;ELFI-SHE
MEANS NOTHING TO THE,
PUBLIC!!- ONLY ONE.STAR
MEAKS AIWTHING r

TODA-1!!
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farm News and Other Items of Interest to Our Readers in the
Rural Areas and Communities of Calloway County

•

main requirements are good pas- sumer's cost of food had
gone
tures. good hay and an ability to down, averaging one per
cent
look after &tails.
lower in the first quarter of this
year than last. The decrease it
DAIRY MONTH. Of all the
.said, was due to a drop of 7 per
"self-helps" programs proposed for
cent in the prices received by
agriculture none has been as
farmers. While the prices of food
successful as the one developed
went down, the costs of almost
by the dairy industry Largely
all other components of the conthrough small "check-offs". auth-

...••••••••••

UMW.

FARM PAGE

•

Safety

suiners "market basket" when up.
as did the costs of farm producNew eyeglasses for people with
A new branch of physics which
tion. If prices received by farmers has come into being with the very poor vision have lenses simhad kept pace with the prices of study of hydrogen fusion is "mag- ilar to those used in lighthouses.
They will magnify 30C, times.
other items during the recent netithydrodynamics."
years, it would cost the public
billions of dollars more annually
to live than it does.

rued by individual dairymen,
Tmerican Dairy Association
has conducted an educaticnal and
promotional program that is outstanding Their ads on radio TV This You Haven't Heard:
the consumer that has gone 1.•,'
•
SHEEP — A GOOD
few
A
and in the press, and the local Farmers Subsidize You
i The farmer's share of the c.,!.days ago Dr. W. P. Garrigus cf activities of the ADA of KenWith all the experts in the sumer's food cl.:11ar has dropped
the Kentucky Experiment Statiort tucky. have been most effective
country talking about farm sub- steadily from a record high of
stated that there is m.•re clear in increasing the consumption of
sidies. maybe its a good time to . 53 per cent in 1945. to about 37
profit in sheep — based either on dairy products and in impressing
report on a different kind of ; per cent at the present time.
dolars invested or hours of labor the public with the importance of
subsidy, in which farmers sub- I
—than any other livestock enter- the industry.
Every dr:lar consumers save in
sidize consumers.
prise. Today the costs and risks
The dairy industry is an imHere's the lead of an Associated ! lower food costs is a dollar V' •
involved in starting most new portant one for Kentucky_ Income
Press news story released a few farmers don't get. If we we ,
farm enterprises are enormous. from the sale of dairy products.
days
ago: "Living costs rose in add up these dollars. and in:
Poultry. for mstance, may require including cull cows and calves,
April, climbing back to the record them against the amount of moncy
the profits from two or m..re brings a hundred milLon dollars
spent by the Federal Government
years work to repay the capital or more annually to Kentucky high reached in July and Novem- for price supports, the forme investment for buildings and eq- farmers and ranks second only ber of last year. The government might be much larger than tr.
uipment. The same is true of to tobacco as a source of cash. index went up two-tenths of 1 latter
dairying and to a lesser extent The processing and distribution per cent from March, to 123.9
This is not an argument in favor
of hogs But not so with sheep. f these products provide many per cent of the 1947-49 base. This
Flocks of 25 to 50 sheep can be additional jobs and add much to matched the peak recorded in of :•etaining or increasing all of
started with a few hundred dol- the value of the products. Ken- two months last year. Announcing the present Government spendilars and on most farms no addi- hatitY already ranks third among the figure May 22. the Labor progi-arns in agriculture; but it
tional buildings or capital ex- the states in cheese production. Department said that rising state a good indication that the farm(
penditure will be required. To- fourth in evaporated milk and and local taxes helped shove up receiving end of the subsidy
the living-cost level. Costs of ture has been greatly over-pla!,c ,1
bacco barns usually provide ade- thirteenth in total pounds
of milk transportation, medical care. re- and
the farmer-giving end ler
quate housing. Many farms will produced. During June—the
dairy creation ,and personal care items
ed.
find it easier to finance a flock month—it is a good
time to take all were up
of sheep than other enterprises stock and give
-a boost 'a the
"Food. however. declined onewhere capital outlay is needed (or i dairy industry of Kentucky.
It tenth of 1 per cent, continuing a
construztion
A flock of sheep I will benefit us all.
nine-month drop interrupted only
properly man. ged. will return
'TIGHTER .sQtrrrzE. Again last In January."
their full cost from the sale ot month the Department
of Agriwool and lambs ap one year. The culture announced that
How many consumers know that
the conf•-•oel prices have been cominq
down for nearly a year' Whit'
, would the cost-of-living index be.
If food prices continued to advance like all other prices' Is .
I this
a farm subsidy to consumers.
.
Cr Isn't it!

Outland's Bakery

FARM FACTS
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LETTING THEM PASS al
MAKES FRIENDS...
....•••••••••11100.

— prevents accidents.

will be

CLOSED
each

Thru

To

Hig
fleet

June - July and August

Midl
and
roil*
Hen
Hi

(Open until 1 o'clock each Thurs.)

SPECIAL
PURCHASE'

111

Combination Surf Rider

I

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

Invites Yen

of
coy(
the
.14
Cots
13,111

Thursday Afternoon

reStone

Hazel Grain & Milling

acct

aPPi

1":.cir First Annual

After all, Ire the farmers who ,
are accept:sit lower price's for
t*- t t•:To I 1.- - :;- 3* 77- -kes it '
Posilible for food prices to keep'l
goi4g clown. It certainly isn't the !
cost in between the farmer and

B1

AIR MATTRESS

"NA
tin.n
for
and
West
Tent
TVA
ger
Mon'
Mi
fad'
$100

OPEN HOUSE
Introducing our line of BIG "H
" FEEDS
EQUIPMENT

and

ALL -DAY

FUN, PRIZES

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

and

Door Prizes

-

HONEYEGGERS CHIX

FARM

BUILDINGS

supe
a bou
R.
tend,

1

BARGAINS

Op•C•
MI

earl)
threi
tat<

GALORE
34,,TON

TVA
stati,
squa
TI

BIG

BE SURE TO
"H" FEEDS

110 YEARS OLD —W1111 ra
(Dad) Eddington plays with
ens Of his four great-great
grandchildren, 10- month -old
Scutt Gillette, as he marks his
110th birthday in Kalamazoo,
Mich_ Eddington used to drink
40 cups of coffee a day, but
quit when doctors said that
was too much. "I was only
100 then," he said. "1 didn't
want to ... ruin my health:*

REGISTER...
lit frize

700 lbs.

2nd Prize

500 lbs.

3rd Prize

300 lbs. . Drs' • 7, at

YOU MAY WIN!

2:00 p.m.

Free Refreshments
FREE!

FREE!

Balloons for the Kids

FREE!

FREE!

PLASTIC COATED

Reg. $7.95 Value

EGG BASKET
with purchase of 300 lbs

DAIRY SCALES
with purchase 1000 lbs.

Big

Laying Feed

Big'
H
'Sweet'
N Bulky

BOOK

YOUR

ENTIRE NEEDS
In

For

1

Advance

Valuable
I

FIiiE GIFTS

I

FREE!

Eradi=ate

NIPPLE PAIL
with purchase of 4 boxes
Big '
H
' Milk Replacer

MICE — ROACHES
TERMITES

—

Camp

RATS

On Purchase of 6 Pen

TERMITES

HONEvEGGER
'
S PIG

—Licensed & Insured—

INCUBATOR

SAM KELLEY

*SIX FEET LONG for maximum
comfort and
enjoyment!

t
11

'HEAVY-GAUGE VINYL with
electronically.
welded seams for a long, trouble-free
life!

11

•

f'1,,one PL 3-3914

zel Grain and

— Good For June 6 Only —

CONTROL

.)i

on•l•

'ATTRACTIVE TWO-TONE
COLOR
COMBINATION! Bright red or
yellow top, olive green bottom.

Station Wecon

7r
entl,
for
2ioc
ElPohi
0
Tha
son

FENTON'S
FrRuSTe

KELLEY
'
S PEST

Milling

I

Provost

The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION

pr•ren
.
.
c d a' H

and
said.
In
pow,
nessi
clusi
Pnet
cah.
killo
1, • ‘.

FREE!

CALF-TERIA

This Coupon Worth
$50.00
when

neer
struc
for
roan
Th
pry

T

111,1

•

AILJ

RI
Th
•
71
It '
and

yr Plaza 3-4669

205 S. 5th St.

•••• ••••••••
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BIG ANNUAL SPRING.

2 Big Floors of Sale Shoes - All Sale Shoes Are Spring and Summer Styles!

SHOE SALE!

Nationally Advertised Brands

a

••••••••••••••

Red-Tagged with Price

FAMILY SHOE STORE

and Size On Each Pair for Easy
Shopping!

No Exchange - No Refund No Stamps on Sale Shoes

510 Main Street

1=1111.
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